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Dear Parents/Guardians:  

We are off to a good start here at SPC and 

our students are becoming familiar with the 

school and with all of us.  September has 

been a very nice month! 

The Rainforest presentation is scheduled for 

October 4. A fire Prevention program by our 

local fire fighters is scheduled for October 6.  

On October 13, our first grade students will 

visit the Pittsburgh Zoo. The Med Express 

Teddy Bear Clinic for our Kindergarten 

students is on October 10 and 11. We will 

talk about good manners when we are not 

feeling well. The St. Vincent program will be 

visiting with us on October 11, 12 and 27. 

Our Kindergarten students will visit Triple B 

Farms on October 9. Our annual Halloween 

day is October 31. There is no school for our 

students on October 9 as  we have in-service 

that day. Dental exams will be scheduled for late in October as well. 

Every year, we renew our commitment to our students, to our community, to our families and to 

ourselves to ensure high quality learning for all of our students. It is a privilege to work with children, 

and we appreciate the opportunity to teach and to learn from our students. Thank you for your support! 

Respectfully, 

 

Mr. Daniel A. Clara 

SPC Principal 
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This will be a year filled with many new 
experiences for your child. Each day we will be 
actively engaged in learning. 

We are in year five of our Daily 5 and CAFE 
adventure! This is the reading and writing 
program implemented in our classrooms. 

Daily 5 is the structure we will use to plan our 
morning. Children will be busy completing 
meaningful literacy tasks. The choices will be: 

● Read to self 
● Work on writing 
● Word Work 
● Listen to reading 
● Read to Someone 

Right now, we are focusing on increasing our stamina to work independently during Read to Self. 
Within the next few months, the other choices will be introduced. While the students are completing 
their literacy tasks, the teachers will be meeting with small groups and conferencing with individual 
students. Daily 5 is how we schedule our language block. CAFE is what we study during this time. 
CAFE is an acronym for the four major components of reading. They are: 

● C for Comprehension 
● A for Accuracy 
● F for Fluency 
● E for Expanding Vocabulary 

The children will learn reading strategies within each category. These strategies will become tools 
for the children to use to help themselves become better readers and writers. I will keep you 
informed when new strategies are introduced to the whole class through weekly newsletters and 
your child's individual strategies through Parent Pipelines. Both of these communications will give 
you clear directions as to how to reinforce these concepts when you read with your child at home. 
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7 Ways to Build a 
Better Reader for 

Grades 1-2 
1. Read books with her and to her, aiming for a 

total of 30 minutes of book-sharing time each 

day. Also incorporate reading into everyday 

activities. Post a chore list on the refrigerator, 

ask her to read signs as you drive, and play 

board games like Scrabble Junior.  

  
2. Take turns. When he is ready to read to you, 

start by taking turns. You read one page, he reads the next, and so on. 
  
3. Ask deeper questions. Help her build comprehension skills by asking questions about the story, such 
as why she thinks a character did something and what may come next. Talk to her about which books 
are her favorites and have her try to explain why. 
  
 
4. Be patient. Wait quietly as your child tries to sound out a word he's unfamiliar with. 
  
5. Help her when she needs it. If she makes a mistake but is close, quickly repeat the word correctly and 
let her continue without interrupting the flow. If she guesses wildly on a word, help her get the right 
meaning from the context of the sentence. Answer questions about the meaning of words, but don't 
drill her on vocabulary words as you read. 
  
6. Read different-level books. It's okay if he chooses an "easy" book to read. Reading a familiar favorite 
is a good confidence booster. Read more advanced books to him to introduce new words and 
challenging stories. 
  
7. Praise her. Learning to read smoothly is hard work and might frustrate her at times. Encourage her by 
praising her efforts, paying attention when she wants to read, and making your reading time together 
fun. 


